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Ba�eries:
-   With a gentle pull/twist remove the mouthpiece from the top of the Angus.
-   Unscrew the ba�ery covers and load two fresh 18650 ba�eries into the ba�ery 
chambers. 
-   Insert the ba�eries according to the (+) or (-) indicators at the bo�om of the 
ba�ery chambers. The Angus allows you to charge the unit with the supplied 
USB-C cable. The “Light ring” around the power bu�on will blink, indica�ng it’s 
charging and will turn off when the Angus is fully charged. You can use an external 
ba�ery charger as well.It’s recommended to devote a pair of ba�eries exclusively 
to the unit as its ba�ery needs are high(a second pair to use while the first charges 
are also recommended.)
We recommend Molicel/NPE INR-18650-P28A 35A 2800MAH Flat top 18650 
ba�eries.

Power:
-   To turn the unit on, rapidly click the bu�on 3 �mes. A hap�c pulse will indicate 
the power is on.
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Mul�-func�on “Light Ring”
-   The Light Ring around the power bu�on serves numerous func�ons on top of 
the “Charging Indicator”. 
-   The Light Ring serves as the “Ba�ery Indicator”. Five quadrants indicate power 
level, a full circle is completely charged.
-   A single click switches the Light Ring from “Ba�ery Indicator” to Level 1 of the
 “Temperature Se�ngs” accompanied by another hap�c pulse. Each subsequent 
click will raise the temperature se�ng un�l se�ng 5 is reached. It then cycles back 
to se�ng 1 and so on.
-   As the unit heats, the Light Ring becomes a “Hea�ng Indicator” blinking to signal 
heat is rising. Another hap�c pulse indicates the desired temperature has been 
reached. 
Now enjoy a 5-minute session of consistent hea�ng.

Boost mode: 
-   To enter Boost Mode, hold the power bu�on, and the temperature rises 
10°C (18°F).
-   Release the bu�on to return to the previous temperature se�ng.

Cooling Unit Cleaning:
It’s recommended to run a heat cycle before cleaning to so�en bonds and ease 
the separa�on. While it’s hea�ng, gather what you’ll need:
-   Isopropyl alcohol
-   Hot water
-   Dawn dish detergent
-   Paper towels
-   Q-�ps

Disassemble the Cooling Unit
See our Cooling Unit Disassembly Video on our Instagram Channel:@YLLVAPE or 
our YouTube Channel: @YLLVAPE

-    Now that the mouthpiece is warm, rotate the metal Lock Collar clockwise from 
the “Lock” posi�on to the ”Unlock” posi�on.
-    Remove the metal Lock Collar and screen holder from the Cooling Unit housing.
-    Unscrew/disassemble the screen holder.
-    Place the Cooling Unit housing back on the unit. 
-    Remove the Cooling Unit and the magnets will separate the plate from the 
housing(you can use the supplied tweezer to pull them apart as well.)
-    Drop the metal pieces into a small container(a ziplock bag) of isopropyl alcohol 
to soak.
-    Rinse and scrub the rest of the individual pieces with hot water and Dawn Dish 
liquid. Be sure to completely rinse off any detergent.
-    Remove the metal pieces from the alcohol bath, scrub with a Q-�p, and rinse 
with hot water.
-    Let individual pieces dry on a paper towel.
-    Reassemble the screen and screen holder.
-    Insert the screen holder into posi�on on the Lock Collar, rota�ng to the unlock 
posi�on. 
-    Gently but firmly insert the plate back into the mouthpiece housing, screen 
side out, while applying moderate pressure to both sides.
-    Once in place, rotate the Lock Collar to the “Lock” posi�on.
-    Place the mouthpiece back onto the Angus.
-    Run a heat cycle before using the Angus to burn off any residual alcohol or 
detergent.
-    Enjoy the clear air-path!
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MagicVaporizers – Europe’s Best Shop for Vaporizers
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